Lisa Lewis is the Gifted Intellectual and STEM Instructor at Lafayette Elementary, located in Fredericksburg City, VA. In addition to her teaching roles, Lisa serves as a Pathways to Excellence teacher mentor and Fredericksburg’s district STEM coordinator. She also is an adjunct professor and a practicum facilitator at the University of Mary Washington (UMW). Lisa is the 2019 Mensa award fellow for gifted learning. She serves on the Pitsco Education TAG (The Advisory Group), where she shares her expertise, wisdom, and feedback to support the mission: *leading education that positively affects learners.*

Lisa is a published author with her “Engineering & STEM Ticket Notebook” and a host of articles on her advocacy for teaching STEM through a program at the Crows Nest Research Center in which she trains teachers to bring the outdoors into their classrooms one activity at a time.

She is passionate about all things STEM and believes that children deserve opportunities to be exposed to the possibilities of life one idea at a time.